
Textile Printing Workshop led by artist Jacqui Smith 

This textile printing workshop demonstrates a number of simple printing 
techniques and shows a real class working collaboratively on a large 

hanging banner. The children learn vital skills in the process, such as the 
importance of planning and preparation, problem-solving, good 

communication and teamwork, as well as technical expertise. With the 
addition of some water based fabric dyes the rest of the materials used you 

will already have in school.

We now supply a kit that has all you need to deliver the textile printing 
workshop to a whole class. It includes inks, foam, cardboard, gloves, perpex 
sheet and all the other bits you will need to successfully replicate the activity 

in the videos. 

http://www.culturestreet.org.uk/shop/
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Step 1
Making a block
Card and foam bird 
block for printing

Step 2
Printing the block
Mixing and blending 
block and printing

Step 3
Tree block print
Printing more 
complicated forms using 
block printing

Step 4
Design for monoprinting
Making design for a 
mono print using perpex

Step 5
Mono printing
Inking your perpex sheet

Step 6
Bird mono print
More mono print 
demonstration

Step 8
End product
Large scale banner and 
feedback.

http://www.culturestreet.org.uk/workshops/

Step 7
Inking around the prints
Using textile inks
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Textile Printing Workshop
with artist Jacqui Smith
KS2 Art

Learning Objectives
National Curriculum: Primary Art. Pupils should be taught: to increase their proficiency in the handling of 
different materials 

Suggested Classroom Activity
The eight films show the key stages of a banner printing workshop which was delivered on one day by artist 
Jacqui Smith with a group of Year 6 pupils. The large design was created from a collection of individual 
block and mono prints which were brought together into one design by the painting of the background with 
water based inks.	 The two main techniques demonstrated are block printing for which Jacqui uses cut out 
foam  shapes on a cardboard backing and mono printing on a perpex sheet.  The materials used are a pure 
cotton fabric (synthetic will probably not work) and fabric printing dyes mixed with pva. Jacqui explains why 
these materials are used in the films. It is suggested that each individual block is tested on paper before 
printing on the fabric to check it prints well and to give the children an idea of the thickness of the ink 
needed. 

Development Activity
This workshop would work equally well with a Year 5 group or in an Art Club setting.

Resources, Notes and Links

Films: Textile Printing  workshop eight videos.
http://www.culturestreet.org.uk/workshops/withoutnotes.php?channel=art&id=5

Make a textile design using our interactive activity Stitch it up. This activity allows the user to use a virtual 
sewing machine to create fabric designs.
http://www.culturestreet.org.uk/activities/stitchitup/

Make a screenprint design using our interactive activity Stitch it up. This activity allows the user to use a 
virtual stencils and over print four colours to make complicated designs without mess.
http://www.culturestreet.org.uk/activities/screenprinter/

We now supply a kit that has all you need to deliver the textile printing workshop to a whole class. 
It includes inks, foam, cardboard, gloves, perpex sheet and all the other bits you will need to 
successfully replicate the activity in the videos. 
Go to our shop to buy this kit

Culture Street has a range of workshops all with step-by-step 
video guides for KS2 and KS3. 

http://www.culturestreet.org.uk/channel_index.php?
channel=teacher
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Maddi Nicholson is an artist who 
uses textiles and plastics in her 

work. We caught up with her as she 
began work on a new sculpture part 

of  which was a huge inflatable 
turkey leg printed on fabric.   

http://www.culturestreet.org.uk/
channel_artist.php?
channel=art&id=8

More textiles on Culture Street
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More textiles on Culture Street

Yinka Shonibare is an artist who uses 
textiles in his work. We caught up with him at 

a major show of  his work at Yorkshire 
Sculpture Park

http://www.culturestreet.org.uk/
channel_artist.php?channel=art&id=37
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